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The accountability audit of natural resources (AANR) is a major institutional
arrangement for advancing the construction of an ecological civilization in
China. Based on the panel data of 271 cities in China from 2005 to 2017, this
paper investigates the relationship between the AANR and carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions using amulti-period difference-in-differences (DID)model. The results
show that AANR significantly increases the CO2 emission reduction rate by
0.009 units at the 5% significance level. The results still hold after a series of
robustness tests. Given all else being equal, this significant effect is 0.001. Further
analyses show that AANR improves pilot cities’ CO2 emission reduction rates
mainly by enhancing their green innovation capability. The mediating effect of
cities’ green technology innovation capability accounts for 96.00%, while the
AANR’s direct effect only accounts for 4.00%. The AANR has significantly positive
effects of 0.017% and 0.029% for western cities and cities with high fiscal pressure
at the 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively. Therefore, strengthening AANR
implementation by enhancing the mediating efficiency of cities’ green
technology innovations and implementing dynamically differentiated AANR
policies in Chinese meso-cities will contribute to the achievement of China’s
carbon peaking and carbon neutrality targets.
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1 Introduction

Although high-carbon enterprises stagnated worldwide to varying degrees in 2020 due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, China’s CO2 emissions were as high as 9.899 billion tons,
which is a level far higher than those observed in other regions. According to the World
Energy Statistical Yearbook (70th Edition), carbon emissions in the Asia–Pacific region
accounted for 52% of total global emissions in 2020, with China accounting for as much as
30.70% of those emissions. Excessive CO2 emissions destroy the ozone layer, cause global
warming, and thus pose a great threat to human security. As the world’s largest carbon
emitter, China has undertaken many policy measures and actions to reduce carbon
emissions. In 2020, the General Secretary of the Communist Party of China (CPC),
Jinping Xi, proposed the goal of “achieving a carbon peak by 2030 and carbon
neutrality by 2060” (i.e., the “dual carbon” goals). In 2021, the “Opinions on the
Complete and Accurate Implementation of the New Development Concept to Achieve
Carbon Peak and Carbon Neutrality” and the “Carbon Peaking Action Plan by 2030” were
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issued. In 2022, the CPC’s 20th National Congress report proposed
measures to engage in carbon emission and pollution reduction
while actively and steadily moving toward carbon neutrality.
Although China has made some achievements in reducing
carbon emissions since then, there is still much progress to be
made to achieve the “dual carbon” goals.

In China’s existing environmental governance system, the central
government is mainly responsible for formulating policies and
providing normative guidance to local governments and enterprises.
Local governments, as the intermediary between the central
government and enterprises, enable information transmission
between those parties. However, local officials are influenced by the
traditional idea of “GDP championship,” so their long-held practice of
sacrificing the environment for GDP growth is difficult to change.
Economic development has traditionally been pursued at the expense of
environmental resources, and environmental protection has been either
verbally guaranteed or not guaranteed at all. In this context, the
accountability audit of natural resources (AANR) came into being to
force local officials to realize the importance of environmental
protection. In 2013, the Third Plenary Session of the 18th CPC
Central Committee first proposed the AANR. In 2014, the National
Audit Office organized Hubei, Shandong, Inner Mongolia, and other
local audit organs to carry out the AANR. China continued to carry out
pilot audits in stages from 2015 to 2017. In 2018, the AANR was fully
implemented in China when it entered a normalized phase. The
auditing authorities evaluate the environmental performance of
leading actors using a scientific index system, the results of which
serve as an important basis for the assessment, appointment, dismissal,
compensation, and punishment of local officials. Specifically, in terms of
carbon emissions, the auditing authorities focus on local governments’
implementation of major initiatives aimed at achieving carbon peaking
and carbon neutrality and scrutinize their formulation and
implementation of low-carbon policies, their management and use
of low-carbon funds, and the success of low-carbon engineering
projects. However, the AANR, which is still in its incipient stages,
still faces problems such as unclear delineations of responsibility,
difficulty in data extraction, and underdeveloped assessment and
evaluation systems (Zhu and Xu, 2022). These make the AANR
suboptimal in its current state.

As an institutional innovation in China, the literature on the
AANR has mainly focused on its theoretical basis and policy
implementation effects. From a theoretical perspective, the
existing literature mainly conducts normative research in the
context of audit theory (Li and Yin, 2016), audit elements (Liu
and Sun, 2016), and audit evaluation indices (Xiong et al., 2022). In
terms of policy implementation effects, the existing literature is
mostly empirical in nature and examines such factors as economic
surplus management (Liu and Xie, 2018), green technology
innovation (He and Feng, 2021), environmental information
disclosure quality (Zhang and Li, 2021), and environmental
investment at the firm level (Huang and Xie, 2022). At the
macro level, existing literature investigates the effects of the
AANR on urban innovation capability (Fu, 2022), regional
environmental governance (Wu et al., 2020), and government
officials (Zhu et al., 2022). These research studies affirm the
AANR’s positive effects. However, Yan et al. (2022) found that
the AANR has a significant negative impact on corporate ESG. In
addition, Wu et al. (2020) found that the implementation of the

AANR has an insignificant impact on exhaust and smog emission
improvement. Current interpretations of AANR’s potential
economic consequences have also not covered the mechanism of
AANR’s impact on carbon emission reduction efficiency.

There are lots of researchers who study the impact of auditing on
carbon emissions. In the case of energy audits, researchers found
that they can reduce energy use (Kontokosta et al., 2020) and carbon
dioxide emissions from papermills (Kong et al., 2013). Energy audits
even achieve carbon emission reduction by improving energy use
efficiency in industrial firms (Thollander et al., 2013; Kluczek and
Olszewski, 2017). In terms of environmental auditing, the AANR
reduces carbon emissions by utilizing more industrial capacity (Li
and Guo, 2022). It also promotes agricultural technological progress
to reduce agricultural carbon emission intensity (Liu et al., 2023).
Zhao et al. (2022), on the other hand, found that air pollution audits
curb carbon emissions but have no effect on carbon emission
intensity. In summary, these scholars explore special audits’
impacts on carbon emissions. They emphasize that auditing
improves energy use efficiency to achieve carbon reduction.
Research in the field of economics suggests that R&D for
endogenous technological changes improves the effectiveness of
the power sector’s decarbonization (Jiang et al., 2023). However,
there are fewer studies related to the AANR impact on carbon
reduction efficiency based on a meso-city perspective.

As such, it remains unclear whether the AANR can reduce China’s
overall emission reduction rates and, if so, through which mechanisms
it can exert its effect. Furthermore, whether and the degree to which the
AANR effect varies across cities must also be investigated. This paper
systematically assesses the AANR impact on the CO2 emission
reduction rate in pilot cities in China by adopting a multi-period
difference in differences (DID) model with CO2 emissions as the
observation object during 2005–2017. The significant advantage of
the multi-period DID model is that it treats the AANR as a policy
dummy variable to quantify the changing effect of CO2 reduction rates
before and after the AANR implementation in the pilot cities. This can
directly induce the potential CO2 governance effects of the AANR
implementation with which this paper is concerned.

This research aims to quantitatively analyze the AANR’s externality
effects on carbon emission reduction in order to reveal the key
mechanisms underlying China’s AANR implementation on carbon
emission reduction inmeso-cities so as to provide a scientific theoretical
basis and practical policy support for effectively reducing CO2

emissions. Our work’s innovations are summarized as follows: (1)
existing research studies have mainly investigated the AANR’s
economic consequences at the enterprise level. Research studies on
the AANR impact on carbon emissions have mainly focused on
improving energy use efficiency to reduce carbon emissions.
However, there is limited literature that analyzes in depth the
AANR impact on carbon emission reduction efficiency in meso-
cities in China. This paper expands the scope of research in this
area. (2) We investigate whether the AANR impact on cities’ carbon
emission reduction efficiency varies significantly depending on the
superimposed impact of central environmental protection
inspections, geographical differences between east-central and
western cities, the level of cities’ green innovation capability, and the
magnitude of financial pressure. It supplements the heterogeneity
research on the AANR impact on carbon emission reduction
efficiency. (3) This paper further examines the mechanism of the
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AANR impact on cities’ carbon emission reduction efficiency under the
mediation effect of cities’ green innovation capability. It enriches the
research on the influencing factors of carbon emission reduction
efficiency and improves the theoretical basis of this paper’s
conclusions and policy recommendations. The main contributions of
this study include the following two aspects: on the one hand, against
the background of the “dual carbon” goals and AANR, this paper
investigates the AANR’s impact on carbon emissions by constructing a
multi-period DIDmodel; on the other hand, it differentiates and reveals
the influencing mechanisms in the difference between what the local
government “says” and what it “does” with regard to carbon emissions,
as represented by cities’ green technology innovation capability. This
study therefore not only supplements the existing studies but also helps
local Chinese governments understand and implement the carbon
emission reduction function of the AANR and provides meso-city
level ideas and empirical evidence for achieving the “dual carbon” goals
in China.

2 Theoretical analysis and hypothesis
formulation

CO2 emissions have negative economic externalities that cannot be
regulated by themarketmechanism. Thus, the Chinese government has
to intervene using its “visible hand.” However, there are still problems
with the awareness and attitude of Chinese local officials toward CO2

emissions, thereby resulting in insufficient and inefficient policy
implementation (Huang and Xie, 2022). After unveiling the AANR
pilot project, local governments’ appraisal systems have incorporated
environmental protection as a mandatory indicator for evaluating
Chinese local officials’ performance. Based on the “rational man”
assumption, local officials will seek to maximize their performance
to enhance their own value (Chen, 2023). Local officials realize that their
performance is no longer only judged on GDP growth and must now
pursue a balance between GDP growth and environmental protection
(Huang and Xie, 2022). To this end, local officials will strive to
outperform on indicators with clear metrics such as energy
conservation and emissions reduction, which are often the focus of
auditing authorities. In particular, when local officials’ carbon reduction
efforts receive positive feedback from the central government, they will
be motivated to further reduce carbon emissions and explore new
models and pathways to achieving the “dual carbon” goals.

The AANR comprises multiple functions and exerts strong
pressure on local governments’ carbon emission reduction efforts
(Zhu and Li, 2022). First, as an environmental regulation tool, the
AANR comprehensively supervises the environmental performance of
local officials and holds them accountable while urging the rectification
and improvement of lingering problems. By scrutinizing low-carbon
policy formulation and implementation, auditing authorities can
determine whether local governments and relevant departments
have upheld the emission targets. With the help of carbon fund
auditing, they can decide whether local governments have
misappropriated funds or retained idle carbon. They can also
identify whether such projects have effective planning, delayed
construction progress, or falsified data by checking the management
of low-carbon projects (Li and Guo, 2022). Second, the AANR is
characterized by lifelong accountability for ecological and
environmental damage. Even if local officials achieve rapid carbon

emission reductions in their jurisdictions during their tenure through
campaign-style governance, the auditing authorities will still monitor
the subsequent air quality after their departure. This increases
government officials’ environmental responsibility. Local officials will
therefore take effective measures to improve carbon emission
governance to reduce their risk of being held accountable. Finally,
the AANR reveals the shortcomings of local officials’ ecological and
environmental governance. In response to the problems identified by
the audit, relevant departments can hold local officials accountable and
urge them to rectify all aspects of their ecological and environmental
governance. Therefore, the AANR ensures the achievement of
scheduled CO2 emission reduction targets.

Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes the following
hypothesis:

H1: The implementation of the AANR improves the CO2 emission
reduction rate.

The previous section discusses the AANR impact on the CO2

emission reduction rate. Next, we examine the AANR’s transmission
mechanism, which affects the CO2 emission reduction rate from the
perspectives of government’s concern for environment and cities’
green technology innovation capability.

First, we examine the potential transmission mechanism of the
government’s concern for the environment. Environmental governance
will be focused on areas where the government’s attention is directed
(Shen et al., 2020). In recent years, China has attached great importance
to ecological and environmental governance. The implementation of the
AANR suggests that local officials’ assessments will incorporate
ecological and environmental protection, whether for the sake of
personal promotion or exemption from accountability. In the context
of carbon peaking and carbon neutrality, carbon reduction has become
the key factor in China’s ecological development, which will greatly
improve the government’s attention to environmental considerations.
The government’s concern for the environment (Wang et al., 2014)
provides guidance for local carbon emission reduction efforts to a certain
extent. On the one hand, this concern alleviates the possibility of
contradictory policy implementations. Local officials often take the
initiative to coordinate various departments in finding ways to
reduce carbon emissions and improve carbon policy implementation.
On the other hand, it sends a signal of the importance of carbon emission
reduction and the urgency of attracting significant human, financial, and
technological resources to the field of environmental management. As
such, it provides an important impetus for carbon emission reduction.

Second, we examine the potential transmission mechanism of
cities’ green technology innovation capability. Local governments
have a significant impact on innovation capability at the regional
level (Zhu et al., 2022). After the implementation of the AANR, local
governments realized that existing measures to meet environmental
regulations, such as shutting down heavily polluting and high-
emission enterprises, were undesirable. They also realized that
they should encourage and incentivize enterprises in their
jurisdictions to engage in green technology innovation (He and
Feng, 2021). Local governments generally force enterprises to engage
in green technology innovation by increasing environmental
penalties or providing relevant policy support and financial
subsidies. Improving cities’ green technology innovation can
reduce CO2 emissions (Wang et al., 2019). It reduces regional
carbon emissions through improved green production methods,
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specialized division of labor, and cost savings. It also eliminates
high-emission enterprises, improves energy efficiency, and reduces
fossil energy consumption through industrial reconstruction and
other means, thereby reducing carbon emissions (Gu et al., 2022).

Therefore, this paper proposes the following hypothesis:

H2: The AANR improves the CO2 emission reduction rate by
increasing the government’s concern for the environment as well
as cities’ green technology innovation capability.

3 Research design

3.1 Sample and data sources

This paper uses the panel data of 271 prefecture-level cities across
China from 2005 to 2017 as the research object. Because of the lack of a
control group in 2018, when all cities implemented the AANR, it does
not contain data from 2018 and beyond. We manually collected and
verified pilot cities’ data through official web pages, media reports, and
the China Audit Yearbook. Twenty-six cities began implementing the
AANR in 2014. Thus, we chose 2014 as the AANR reference year. We
also calculated the CO2 emission reduction rate based on China’s
county-level carbon emission data in China’s Carbon Accounting
Database (CEAD) from 2005 to 2017. The texts of the government’s
work reports are taken from the official website of each city. China’s
Urban Statistical Yearbook and provincial statistical yearbooks offer the
number of cities’ green invention data. Data for control variables are
from the CSMAR database. The EPS DATA database and the Chinese
Research Data Services Platform (CNRDS) provide supplementary
information.

This paper excludes regions with serious missing variable data
and fills in some missing data by forward or backward interpolation.
Finally, we obtained a total of 3,523 observations from 2005 to 2017,
including 305 in the treatment group and 3,218 in the control
group. To avoid the influence of extreme values on the results, we
apply winsorization at the 1% and 99% levels on all continuous
variables. In addition, we adjust the standard errors of all regression
models for clustering at the city level.

3.2 Model setting and variable description

The impact of the implementation of the AANR on cities’ CO2

emission reduction rates may originate from policy- or time-generated
effects. Accordingly, we must correctly measure the AANR’s net policy
effect on cities’ CO2 emission reduction rates. Here, we divide China’s
271 prefecture-level cities into treatment and control groups according to
whether they have implemented the AANR. The multi-period DID
model is set as

Yit � α0 + β1Audit it + ϕΧ it + μi + λt + εit, (1)

where Yit is the dependent variable (i.e., the CO2 emission reduction
rate of each city), i represents the city and t represents time, α0 is the
intercept term, and Auditit is the key explanatory variable
representing the interaction between the pilot city and time
dummy variables. It indicates the net effect of AANR’s

implementation. Χit represents the control variables, μi is the
city-fixed effect, λt is the time-fixed effect, and εit is the
disturbance term. The coefficient β1 of Auditit measures the
AANR’s net effect on cities’ CO2 emission reduction rates. β1 is
negative if the AANR accelerates the growth of CO2 emissions.
Conversely, β1 is positive if the AANR reduces the growth of
CO2 emissions.

(1) Explanatory variable. The CO2 emission reduction rate (Y) is
the opposite of the CO2 emission growth rate, which is given by

Yit � −Eit − Ei t−1( )
Ei t−1( )

, (2)

where Eit and Ei(t−1) denote the city’s carbon emissions in years t
and t-1, respectively. Eq. 2 calculates the carbon emission change in
year t relative to year t-1. If carbon emissions in year t increase, Eq. 2
implies a negative carbon dioxide emission reduction rate;
otherwise, Eq. 2 is positive. Eq. 2 illuminates each year’s carbon
emission increase or decrease along the time axis. It facilitates the
following testing of the AANR’s policy effects.

(2) Explanatory variable. Audit is the key explanatory variable,
which represents the interaction between the pilot city and
time dummy variables. It takes the value of one when the pilot
city starts to implement the AANR and thereafter; otherwise,
it takes the value of zero.

(3) Mediating variables. The government’s work reports reflect the
importance of government in environmental management.
Hence, the total word count of “emission reduction,” “low
carbon,” “CO2,” “energy consumption,” “air,” and “ecology” in
the local government’s work reports indicates their concern for
the environment (Gov). The cities’ green technology innovation
capability (Inno) is the logarithm of the number of green
inventions obtained in year +1.

(4) Control variables. To ensure the accuracy of empirical results,
we introduce other control variables that may affect CO2

emissions into the multi-period DID model by referring to
the existing literature (Xue et al., 2022). These variables include
fiscal status (Finance), which is expressed as the ratio of
general revenues to general expenditures; population
density (Lnpopd), which is obtained by dividing the
household population by the land area of cities’
administrative region; economic development (Lnpgdp), as
expressed by the logarithm of GDP per capita; the level of
foreign investment (Lnfdi), which is the logarithm of the
amount of actual foreign direct investment utilized at the
end of the year; and industrial structure indicator (Indust),
which is the ratio of secondary industry GDP to total GDP.
The variable descriptions are summarized in Table 1.

4 Empirical results

4.1 Descriptive statistical analysis
of variables

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables. The
minimum and maximum values of the CO2 emission reduction
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rate (Y) are −29.50% and 10.20%, respectively, with a mean
value of −6.10% and a standard deviation of 7.20%. This infers
that there is a large gap in the CO2 emission reduction rate
among cities. The mean of Audit is 0.087, which indicates that
8.70% of the cities are affected by the AANR. The descriptive
statistics of other variables also illustrate the large differences
among cities.

The mean of the carbon reduction rate before the
implementation of the AANR (i.e., prior to 2014) was −0.065,
which is much smaller than the mean value (−0.015) after the
implementation of the AANR (i.e., 2014 and beyond). A variety
of factors affect carbon reduction rates, one of which may
increase the rate while another may decrease it. It is not
possible to directly quantify from Figure 1 that the
implementation of the AANR has enhanced the carbon
reduction rate. Nevertheless, this does not affect our rough
inference that hypothesis H1 is valid from the observations
before and after the implementation of the AANR.

4.2 Correlation andmulticollinearity analysis
among variables

The variable correlations are shown in Table 3. The correlation
coefficients of most variable pairs are below 0.50. The correlation
between Audit and Y is 0.194 and is statistically significant. This
preliminarily verifies Hypothesis H1. In addition, we perform a
variance inflation factor (VIF) test on the variables. The average VIF
is 2.15, and the maximum is 3.50, which is much less than 10. The
test result indicates that there is no multicollinearity
among variables.

4.3 Basic regression analysis of the AANR
effect on the CO2 emission reduction rate

Table 4 illustrates the AANR effect on the CO2 emission
reduction rate by fitting the DID model (1). Model (1) in Table 4

TABLE 1 Variable information. All variables are extracted and transformed according to their descriptions.

Variable type Variable
name

Variable meaning Description

Dependent
variable

Y CO2 emission reduction rate Opposite of the CO2 emission growth rate

Independent
variable

Audit AANR A dummy variable that is 0 before a city starts to implement the AANR and 1 otherwise
(i.e., the observing city has started to implement the AANR)

Mediating variable Gov Government carbon
environmental concern

Total word count of “emission reduction,” “low carbon,” “CO2,” “energy consumption,”
“air,” and “ecology” in local governmental work reports

Inno Cities’ green innovation capability This paper takes the logarithm of the number of green inventions obtained in the current year
+1 as a proxy for cities’ green technology innovation

Control variable Finance Fiscal status Ratio of local fiscal general revenues to local fiscal general expenditures

Lnpopd Population density Ratio of household registration population to the land area of an administrative region

Lnpgdp Economic development level Logarithm of GDP per capita

Lnfdi Foreign investment level Logarithm of the actual amount of foreign direct investment at the end of the year

Indust Industrial structure Ratio of secondary industry GDP to total GDP.

TABLE 2 Descriptive statistics of variables.

Variable Observed Mean Standard deviation Minimum Maximum

Y 3,523 −0.061 0.072 −0.295 0.102

Audit 3,523 0.087 0.281 0.000 1.000

Gov 3,523 15.372 11.191 0.000 79.000

Inno 3,523 2.116 1.713 0.000 8.845

Finance 3,523 0.491 0.224 0.125 1.047

Lnpopd 3,523 5.777 0.853 2.896 7.138

Lnpgdp 3,523 10.286 0.721 8.628 11.888

Lnfdi 3,523 11.670 1.834 6.542 15.657

Indust 3,523 0.487 0.101 0.208 0.730
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shows the regression results for the key explanatory variable
Audit only. The estimated coefficient of Audit is significantly
positive at the 5% significance level, thus indicating that the

AANR significantly improves the CO2 emission reduction rate
in the pilot cities. It verifies Hypothesis H1. Models (2) to (6) are
the regression results after gradually adding control

FIGURE 1
Trends in carbon reduction rates. The black scatters indicate the carbon reduction rate for cities where the AANR is not implemented. Red color
scatters are the carbon reduction rates of cities that have implemented the AANR.

TABLE 3 Correlation coefficients among variables.

Y Audit Gov Inno Finance Lnpopd Lnpgdp Lnfdi Indust

Y 1

(NA)

Audit 0.194*** 1

(11.73) (NA)

Gov 0.186*** 0.210*** 1

(11.23) (12.75) (NA)

Inno 0.363*** 0.254*** 0.256*** 1

(23.12) (15.58) (15.71) (NA)

Finance 0.019 −0.015 0.062*** 0.574*** 1

(1.13) (−0.89) (3.69) (41.59) (NA)

Lnpopd 0.068*** −0.012 −0.045*** 0.428*** 0.436*** 1

(4.04) (−0.71) (−2.67) (28.10) (28.75) (NA)

Lnpgdp 0.424*** 0.253*** 0.298*** 0.714*** 0.611*** 0.179*** 1

(27.78) (15.52) (18.52) (60.51) (45.80) (10.80) (NA)

Lnfdi 0.189*** 0.059*** 0.091*** 0.663*** 0.661*** 0.490*** 0.595*** 1

(11.42) (3.51) (5.42) (52.55) (52.27) (33.35) (43.93) (NA)

Indust −0.011 −0.081*** −0.011 0.000 0.298*** 0.188*** 0.300*** 0.117*** 1

(−0.65) (−4.82) (−0.65) (0.00) (18.52) (11.36) (18.66) (6.99) (NA)

***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. The result is the output of the Stata command “pwcorr_a.” The variables have correlation coefficients of 1s with

themselves, so the t-statistics for the correlation coefficients on the main diagonal do not exist. We identify this as “NA.”
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variables to Model (1). The estimated coefficients of Audit are
still significantly positive at the 5% significance level,
which further illustrates that the AANR dramatically
improves the CO2 emission reduction rate in the AANR
pilot cities.

4.4 Robustness tests

4.4.1 Parallel trend test
The previous results suggest that the AANR improves the

CO2 emission reduction rate, but an important prerequisite for
the DID model’s results to hold is that the cities in the treatment
and control groups must have the same trend in CO2 emission
reduction before AANR implementation. To verify this, this
paper adopts the event analysis method to conduct a parallel
trend test. The regression model of the parallel trend test is set
as follows:

ϒit � α0 +∑
−2
n�−3βnpren × quota +∑

3

n�0βnpostn × quota + ϕΧit + μi

+ λt + εit,

(3)
where pren and postn are year dummy variables that denote the nth
year before or after AANR implementation and take the value of
1 for pilot cities; otherwise, they are 0. Then, they are multiplied by
quota, whose value is 1 for AANR pilot cities and 0 for non-AANR
pilot cities.

In regression model (3), we choose the first period before the
AANR implementation as the base period in the DID model. We
also truncate the number of periods before AANR
implementation as necessary. None of the estimated
coefficients on βn are significant before the implementation of
the AANR (Table 5). This reflects that there is no significant
difference in the CO2 emission reduction rate between the
treatment and control groups. After the AANR pilot, the
estimated coefficients on βn are roughly significant (Table 5).
The CO2 emission reduction rate of the treatment group is
substantially higher than that of the control group. These
results confirm the parallel trend hypothesis. In the third year
after AANR implementation, the coefficients on βn are
significantly negative (Figure 2), which is likely due to related
policies that have led to the diminishing influence of the
government’s “visible hand” and the increasing role of market
mechanisms. However, this finding represents a research
direction worthy of further investigation (Hu and Wang, 2022).

4.4.2 Placebo test I: setting up random control and
treatment groups

The sample contingency or other factors may also lead to a
significant effect on the AANR. To verify whether the effect of the
AANR is real, this paper utilizes Stata 16.0 software to randomly
sample the treatment and experimental groups for a placebo test. We
repeat this process 5,000 times. Figure 3 implies that the distribution
of the treatment effect estimates based on random sampling is
approximately normally distributed with a mean value of 0. The

TABLE 4 Effects of the AANR on the CO2 emission reduction rate versus different control variables.

Variable Model (1) Model (2) Model (3) Model (4) Model (5) Model (6)

Audit 0.009** 0.008** 0.009** 0.001** 0.001** 0.001**

(2.29) (2.26) (2.34) (2.57) (2.57) (2.57)

Finance 0.027** 0.027** 0.034*** 0.034*** 0.035***

(2.53) (2.50) (3.06) (3.05) (3.07)

Lnpopd −0.078*** −0.074*** −0.074*** −0.074***

(−3.39) (−3.21) (−3.20) (−3.29)

Lnpgdp −0.014** −0.014** −0.009

(−2.28) (−2.12) (−1.09)

Lnfdi −0.000 −0.000

(−0.14) (−0.11)

Indust −0.031

(−1.11)

Constant −0.061*** −0.074*** 0.377*** 0.494*** 0.500*** 0.458***

(−191.62) (−14.08) (2.86) (3.52) (3.54) (3.05)

City YES YES YES YES YES YES

Time YES YES YES YES YES YES

Observed value 3,523 3,523 3,523 3,523 3,523 3,523

Adjusted R2 0.667 0.668 0.669 0.670 0.670 0.670

***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. Robust t-statistics are in parentheses.
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estimated AANR coefficients are dramatically different from those
of the basic regression (approximately 0.009), as shown in Table 4.
Therefore, the placebo test holds that the effect of the AANR on the
CO2 emission reduction rate is not significantly influenced by
potential unobserved random factors. Thus, the reliability of the
fitting results in Table 4 is further verified.

4.4.3 Placebo test II: changing the AANR
implementation timing

We advance the AANR occurrence timing by 5, 4, and 3 years
and rerun the regressions. The results are Models (1), (2), and (3) in
Table 6. The estimated coefficients of F5.Audit, F4.Audit, and
F3.Audit are statistically nonsignificant, indicating no effects from
other unobservable variables. Thus, the benchmark results in Table 4
are robust. In China, the AANR is implemented on a yearly basis.
The AANR exerts the greatest deterrent pressure on local officials in
the observing year of censorship. The results in Table 6 are
consistent with this fact.

4.4.4 Excluding the influence of extreme values
We continue to re-estimate the multi-period DID model with

upper and lower 5% tailing for all continuous variables. The results
are shown in Model (4) of Table 6. The AANR coefficient estimates are
still markedly positive at the 5% significance level, and the magnitude is
comparable to the basic regression coefficient estimates in Table 4. This
somewhat verifies the reliability of the benchmark results.

4.4.5 Excluding interference from other factors
Since 2012, China has attached great importance to its

ecological development and introduced a number of
environmental governance policies in pursuit of this goal.
Rationally, it must be determined whether the CO2 emission
reduction rate will be affected by related policies during the
AANR pilot period. From 2016 to 2017, China continually
carried out environmental protection inspections in
31 provinces and cities, whose implementation targets
overlapped with those of the AANR to some extent (Huang
and Xie, 2022). To exclude the interference of the same type of
policy on the CO2 emission reduction rate, this paper includes
the environmental protection inspection variable (Inspect) in the
multi-period DID regression model. If environmental protection
inspection is conducted in the observing year, Inspect takes the
value of 1 thereafter; otherwise; it takes the value of 0. Model (5)
in Table 6 shows the fitting results. The estimated coefficient on
the AANR pilot (Audit) is still significantly positive. Therefore,
the fitting results of basic regression (1) in Table 4
remain robust.

5 Further analyses

5.1 Mechanism tests

The basic regressions (Table 4) and a series of robustness tests
(Tables 5, 6; Figures 2, 3) suggest that the implementation of the
AANR increases the cities’ CO2 emission reduction rate. However,
we are yet to determine through which mechanism the AANR
improves the cities’ CO2 emission reduction rate. We scrutinize theT
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impact of the AANR pilot on the CO2 emission reduction rate from
two perspectives: the government’s concern for the environment
and cities’ green technology innovation capability. Drawing upon

the existing literature (Wen and Ye, 2014), we test these potential
mechanisms by applying the mediating effect, as shown in Eq. 1 and
Eqs 4, 5:

FIGURE 2
Coefficient plot of the parallel trend test in regression model (3). The whiskers represent the 95% confidence intervals of estimated coefficients.

FIGURE 3
Placebo test results. The density of the treatment effect estimates with randomly sampled control and treatment sample groups.
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Govit Innoit( ) � b1 + β2Auditit + ϕΧit + μi + λt + εit, (4)
ϒit � b2 + β3Auditit + β4Govit Innoit( ) + ϕΧit + μi + λt + εit. (5)

Table 7 shows the regression results of the mediating
effect model. Models (1) and (3) show that the coefficient
estimates of the AANR (Audit) are significantly positive at the
5% and 1% levels. This indicates that the AANR significantly
increases the government’s concern for the environment and
enhances cities’ green technology innovation capability. The
coefficient estimate of Gov in Model (2) of Table 7 is
statistically nonsignificant. Furthermore, the Sobel test results
show that the government’s concern for the environment as a
mediating variable is not significant. It implies no mediating
significance of the local government’s concern for the
environment on the CO2 emission reduction rate. The possible

reason for this finding lies in the AANR, as a newly introduced
policy, being more likely to convey a new value tendency. However,
due to limited cognition, a clear action roadmap has not yet been
developed (Yang, 2016). Model (4) in Table 7 shows that the
coefficient estimate on Inno is significantly positive at the 1%
significance level. This verifies the mediating effect of cities’ green
technology innovation capability on the CO2 emission reduction
rate. In other words, when facing various environmental
performance assessment pressures or promotion incentives
brought about by the AANR, local officials will strengthen the
CO2 emission reduction rate by engaging in green technology
innovations. We conclude that the affecting mechanism of the
government’s concern for the environment in H2 does not
hold, while that of cities’ green technology innovation
capability holds.

TABLE 6 Robustness test results. Models (1), (2), and (3) are the result of placebo test II. Models (4) and (5) describe the effects of the AANR when excluding
the influence of extreme values and interference from other factors, respectively.

Variable Model (1) Model (2) Model (3) Model (4) Model (5)

F5.Audit 0.000

(0.09)

F4.Audit 0.005

(0.96)

F3.Audit 0.004

(0.91)

Audit 0.008** 0.009**

(2.57) (2.52)

Inspect 0.024***

(6.44)

Finance 0.047*** 0.051*** 0.040*** 0.029*** 0.035***

(3.38) (3.58) (3.11) (2.94) (3.05)

Lnpopd −0.122** −0.098** −0.069* −0.058*** −0.077***

(−2.55) (−2.04) (−1.94) (−3.15) (−3.43)

Lnpgdp −0.007 −0.016 −0.008 −0.014** −0.010

(−0.58) (−1.42) (−0.80) (−2.17) (−1.24)

Lnfdi −0.003 −0.004* −0.003* 0.002 −0.000

(−1.65) (−1.73) (−1.73) (1.26) (−0.17)

Indust −0.139*** −0.118*** −0.075* 0.001 −0.028

(−3.29) (−2.65) (−1.97) (0.58) (−1.02)

Constant 0.760** 0.711** 0.456* −0.022 0.482***

(2.37) (2.24) (1.90) (−1.02) (3.22)

City YES YES YES YES YES

Time YES YES YES YES YES

Observed sample 2,168 2,439 2,710 3,523 3,252

Adjusted R2 0.606 0.573 0.583 0.723 0.671

***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. Robust t-statistics are in parentheses.
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5.2 Heterogeneity analysis

5.2.1 Cities’ geographical heterogeneity when
conducting the AANR

The full sample is divided into east–central and western cities’
subsamples by geographical location. From models (1) and (2) in
Table 8, we find that in the western cities, the implementation of the
AANR significantly increases the CO2 emission reduction rate in the
pilot cities. In contrast, in the east–central cities, the positive effect of
the AANR on the CO2 emission reduction rate is not significant. In
particular, the western cities show a 1.70% increase in the CO2

emission reduction rate compared to the pre-AANR pilot. The
reason for this finding may be that the level of development in
the east–central cities is much higher than that in the western cities.
This also means that carbon abatement costs are higher in the
east–central cities (Jiang et al., 2023). Economic growth in the
east–central cities also brings about problems associated with
resource consumption and carbon emissions. The governments
in the east-central cities may have also realized the importance of
environmental protection before those in the western cities. Before

the implementation of the AANR, officials in the east-central cities
may have already started to deal with pollution problems arising
from carbon emissions; thus, the impact of the AANR on the CO2

emission reduction rate is not significant. In contrast to the east-
central cities, the western cities have been slower to develop, and
local officials may still be developing the economy at the expense of
the environment. However, the implementation of the AANR has
sounded an alarm for officials in the western cities. Local
governments are forced by strong administrative pressure to
increase environmental controls to reduce the CO2 emission
growth rate. In a word, the AANR has a significant effect on the
CO2 emission reduction rate in the western pilot cities.

5.2.2 Cities’ fiscal pressure heterogeneity when
conducting the AANR

The difference between local fiscal expenditures and local
fiscal revenues is divided by local fiscal revenues, which
represents fiscal pressure. We define the sample below the
median of the fiscal pressure as low fiscal pressure; otherwise,
it is high fiscal pressure. Then, the full sample is divided into

TABLE 7Mechanism test results. Models (1) and (2) scrutinize themediating effect of the government’s concern for the environment (Gov), while models (3)
and (4) show the mediating effect of the cities’ green technology innovations (Inno).

Variable Model (1) Model (2) Model (3) Model (4)

Gov Y Inno Y

Audit 2.239*** 0.010** 0.160*** 0.009**

(2.61) (2.50) (2.69) (2.31)

Gov 0.000

(0.85)

Inno 0.006***

(4.65)

Finance −2.382 0.035*** 0.043 0.034***

(−0.85) (3.09) (0.21) (3.10)

Lnpopd 8.330* −0.075*** 1.250* −0.083***

(1.72) (−3.32) (1.95) (−3.63)

Lnpgdp 7.735*** −0.009 −0.032 −0.008

(4.19) (−1.16) (−0.21) (−1.08)

Lnfdi −0.290 −0.000 −0.016 −0.000

(-1.13) (-0.10) (-0.76) (-0.04)

Indust −4.179 −0.031 −1.024** −0.025

(−0.81) (−1.10) (−2.09) (−0.89)

Constant −105.929*** 0.466*** −4.131 0.484***

(−3.30) (3.10) (−1.04) (3.24)

City YES YES YES YES

Time YES YES YES YES

Observed value 3,523 3,523 3,523 3,523

Adjusted R2 0.373 0.697 0.901 0.672

***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. Robust t-statistics are in parentheses.
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high- and low-fiscal pressure subsamples. In the pilot cities with
high fiscal pressure, the AANR significantly increases the CO2

emission reduction rate by 2.90% compared to the pre-AANR
pilot (Model (3) in Table 8). In contrast, the effect of the AANR
on the CO2 emission reduction rate is not significant in the pilot
cities with low fiscal pressure (Model (4) in Table 8). One
possible reason for this may be that officials in cities with
high fiscal pressure focus on developing the regional
economy, while cities with low fiscal pressure had sufficient
financial resources to support carbon emission management
activities before the AANR pilot. When implementing the
AANR pilot, officials in the regions with high fiscal pressure
started focusing on ecological management due to the incentive
mechanisms and inspection pressures induced by the AANR,
thus reducing CO2 emissions.

6 Conclusion and discussion

6.1 Conclusion

This paper analyzed the panel data of China’s 271 cities from
2005 to 2017 to explore the effect of the AANR on the CO2

emission reduction rate. The AANR is used as a quasi-natural
experiment to apply the multi-period DID model to empirically

scrutinize the AANR’s CO2 emission reduction effect.
Furthermore, a mediation model is adopted to verify the
mechanism by which AANR affects CO2 emissions. The main
findings are as follows: first, the AANR significantly increases
the CO2 emission reduction rate. This result still holds after a
series of robustness tests. The AANR is a top-down national
ecological and environmental governance policy in China.
Although it does not point to decarbonization alone, the
empirical results confirm the AANR’s positive externality on
CO2 reduction. Second, the mechanism analysis shows that
improving cities’ green technology innovation capability is
the main mediating mechanism through which the AANR
improves the CO2 emission reduction rate in pilot cities. The
AANR has limited positive externality that directly contributes
to CO2 emission reduction in cities, and the wind vane effect of
the AANR policy guides cities to innovate green technologies.
High-carbon emitting segments will gradually complete the
“trade-in,” thus giving rise to the cities’ CO2 emission
reduction. There is no sufficient source of evidence to suggest
that the AANR increases the CO2 emission reduction rate
through the government’s concern for the environment.
Third, the heterogeneity analysis suggests that the AANR
plays a more vital role in China’s western cities and cities
with high fiscal pressure. The economies of cities in east-
central China are more scalable and more costly in terms of

TABLE 8 Results of the heterogeneity analyses. Models (1) and (2) depict cities’ geographical heterogeneity. Models (3) and (4) represent the heterogeneity
effects of cities’ fiscal pressure.

Model (1) Model (2) Model (3) Model (4)

Y (east-central) Y (west) Y (high) Y(low)

Audit 0.001 0.017** 0.029*** −0.000

(0.22) (2.22) (4.29) (−0.05)

Finance 0.027** 0.046 0.089*** 0.002

(2.49) (1.29) (3.23) (0.12)

Lnpopd −0.075*** −0.064 −0.136* −0.043

(−3.20) (−1.26) (−1.91) (−1.60)

Lnpgdp −0.001 −0.028 −0.028 −0.009

(−0.06) (−1.40) (−1.58) (−0.72)

Lnfdi 0.000 0.000 −0.002 −0.001

(0.10) (0.15) (−0.92) (−0.23)

Indust −0.064** 0.007 −0.034 −0.067

(−2.00) (0.13) (−0.78) (-\−1.34)

Constant 0.413*** 0.516 0.998* 0.341*

(2.67) (1.53) (1.98) (1.75)

City YES YES YES YES

Time YES YES YES YES

Observed value 2,587 936 982 1,751

Adjusted R2 0.657 0.753 0.787 0.687

***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. Robust t-statistics are in parentheses.
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carbon emission reduction. Therefore, the AANR’s policy effect
has stronger inertia. In addition, cities with high financial
pressure tend to do well in AANR policy performance to
relieve such pressure. This will send a positive signal to
society and help obtain financial support.

6.2 Discussion

The following policy implications emerge from this research:
first, the AANR improves the CO2 emission reduction rate and
implies that in the context of carbon peaking and carbon
neutrality, all Chinese government departments should pursue
both central and local carbon emission reduction strategies;
establish a scientific carbon governance, analysis, and
evaluation system; widen the scope of the AANR; and enhance
local officials’ awareness of their carbon emission-related
responsibilities. Second, AANR’s CO2 emission reduction
effect mainly comes from the mediating effect of cities’ green
technology innovations and indicates that local governments
should increase financial subsidies, technology subsidies, and
tax preferences to mobilize enterprises to engage in green
technology innovations while accelerating the innovation
platform construction, actively cultivating innovative talent,
and promoting the transfer and transformation of innovative
technologies to enhance cities’ low-carbon soft power. With the
goals of reducing trust and financing costs at both ends of the
green technology innovation capital and advancing the efficiency
of meso-cities’ green technology innovation mediation, China
will gradually build more low-carbon cities through AANR
implementation. Third, for cities in east-central and western
China and cities with different fiscal pressures in applying the
AANR for carbon emission reduction, local governments should
implement dynamic and differentiated AANR policies, taking
into account the cities’ developmental characteristics and local
conditions in a coordinated manner. It is due to the fact that most
enterprises in a city have not adopted sustainable business
models and do not prioritize endogenous green technological
changes driven by research and development (R&D), thus leading
to inefficient carbon emission management. Chinese cities should
also develop appropriate audit content and standards so that the
effect of the AANR is enhanced.

Currently, there are many studies on policy evaluation.
However, few studies have evaluated the effect of the AANR
on CO2 emissions reduction. The most important contribution
of this study is its quantitative evaluation of the effect of the
AANR on CO2 emission reduction in China using a multi-period
difference-in-differences model. One limitation is that only
271 cities were selected for the research sample due to data
limitations. Although limited by the availability of data, the
results of this paper provide a quantitative complement for the
AANR to assist China in reaching its carbon peaking and carbon
neutrality targets. Future research should use a broader sample
to deepen our understanding of the effectiveness of the AANR.
In addition, this study can be regarded as the first step in
analyzing the AANR policy impact on carbon emission
reduction. Future research can also investigate the
mechanisms in the implementation of the AANR on

corporate social responsibility, green innovation, and even
business model innovations.
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